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Our “Risk Free CSA combines the traditional aspects of Community Supported Agriculture by relying on the
relationship between the members and the farmers with the new bonus of being risk free!

Members Wanted!
In response to what our customers have been asking for, we are happy to introduce our new “member’s
only” packages coming this fall. As a member you will be able to come in every week and pick out and pay
for exactly what you want! This way you can customize your own package each week for your own needs.
Maybe you need some extra tomatoes this week for your special sauce, or not so many cucumbers the
next because of that weekend trip?! Now you can vary your produce to your needs, while still being
guaranteed the freshest, vine ripened, and chemical pesticide free produce for you and your family!

How the Program Works
After purchasing a membership you can come visit the farm store every week and choose any 10 items of
produce you want for $15.00. (Depending on availability additional items may be purchased at ala carte
pricing).That is still cheaper than supermarket prices for equivalent quality and you’re getting
guaranteed fresh, locally grown produce! Every week we will have standard veggies that could include
tomatoes, lettuce, cukes and peppers to choose from, as well as more exotic items like herbs,
mushrooms, fruit, flowers, etc…
FAQ spotlight question of the month
What do you use for pest control?
Thanks to our ability to control environmental airflows and the introduction of dirt and other “icky”
stuff into our grow area, our need for pest control is limited. When we do need a little extra help in
that department we turn to natural oils that bugs just don’t like the smell of and natural friendly
insects, like lady bugs.
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